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VALUE INVESTING
The new abnormal
Frequent critiques of value investing vs. growth or
momentum investing of late don’t seem to have
impinged on billionaire hedge fund manager Seth
Klarman’s reputation. And he cites the value
investor’s trinity of discipline, patience and judgment
as the secret of his multi-billion-dollar track record...

Featured stories from the October 2016 issue of Asia Asset Management
Looking towards the future
Islamic finance gaining prominence
Tapping the Asian potential
Committing to diversity

Latest News
GPIF sets up an ESG division
| 4 October 2016

Responsible Investing: Japanese pension aims to maximise long-term returns for its
beneficiaries through establishing an ESG division

Taiwan’s regulatory top-dog quits on back of Mega Financial scandal
| 4 October 2016

Regulation: Ding Kung-wha resigns following FSC’s handling of state-run entity’s
violations of US regulations

Manulife sets up Lab of Forward Thinking in Singapore
| 4 October 2016

Technology: “LOFT” is an exploration and incubation initiative focussed on emerging
fintech solutions for Manulife’s customers

Sun Life Financial poaches David Varley from AXA Hong Kong
| 3 October 2016

Going Places: He joins the Canadian insurer as chief of high net worth and wealth
structuring (Asia) in Hong Kong
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